With the rapid development of the World Wide Web, huge amount of data has been growing exponentially in our daily life. Users will spend much more time on searching the information they really need than before. Even when they make the exactly same searching input, different users would have various goals. Otherwise, users commonly annotate the information resources or make search query according to their own behaviors. As a matter of fact, this process will bring fuzzy results and be timeconsuming. Based on the above problems, we propose our methodology that to combine user's context, users' profile with users' Folksonomies together to optimize personal search. At the end of this paper, we make an experiment to evaluate our methodology and from which we can conclude that our work performs better than other samples.
INTRODUCTION
When it comes to knowledge workers searching for research papers or technique reports, they normally adopt search engines such as Google Scholar [1] , Citeulike [2] , ProQuest [3] or some other corpus databases. Those technologies are mainly based on keywords or key phrases' searching strategy, which can't fully provide accurate answers to users' query most of the time. Especially for those who have similar interests in the same field and intend to get the similar targeted results, but instead, because of their various behaviors when doing queries' input. As a matter of fact, they would not get the contented aimed searching results. We name the queries that are origin from different behaviors as Folksonomies.
To solve the stated problem in last paragraph, we propose our strategy to construct user's profiles model, user's context model and the resource model collaboratively for better constructing personalized search [4] based on Computer Science (Shortly named as CS) domain. The reason that we choose CS is that just for exemplifying our methodology in the chosen domain, which would be suitable for other domains afterwards. The user's profile model which is more comparatively static and needs to be updated after searching process, and it will work mainly for enriching the referring information for the researching step. And the resources here we mainly referred as knowledge units called JANs [7] , that should be not only semantically annotated by ontologies, but also include the elements such as gender, major, preference of papers, etc exist in user's profile. Besides, the context within user's searching session should be modeled, which is comparatively dynamic by following each searching operation. In the traditional Information Retrieval (IR) approaches, which more rely on the rate of match between the input terms and the resources (normally we use the document collections as resources). But the limitations are that the diversity exists in the user's context, such as users more apt to take the input terms (e.g., acronyms, homonyms, synonyms, folksonomies, etc.) they prefer according to their individual behaviors. Since the Semantic Web emerged [5] , these problems have been addressed by taking into account the semantic relation between the terms in user's context. Semantic IR approaches are an attempt to go beyond simple term matching by relaxing the strong assumption of term independence and also to cope with term variation in documents/queries [6] . The reason that we adopt context model is aiming at identifying terms within which how to describe the domain concepts in resources or queries.
In our work, we present a novel context model combined with user profile model to prepare for better searching results in our CS domain knowledge base. After searching, we will recycle the existing models for building the resource model, which will be three models for smoothly cooperating. That is, we combine the resource (documents, e-mails, etc.), the context (query input) and user profile (expansion based on user's original profile) to reduce the gap between the user's query and the results in the documents base by query context analysis model (shortly named as qCAM), user profile associated model (shortly named as uPAM) and knowledge resource expansion model (shortly named as kREM). About qCAM, the core within which is to get the most relevant information where the current user's context is. It mainly depends on certain number of returned results from the knowledge base, then according to the statistical mechanism to extract the keywords as concepts to learn. After this when users do searching process, which will automatically enlarge the user's input context. That will be highly helpful for tailoring results. About kREM, JANs are expanded with related concepts which are extracted from two origins. One is from other related taxonomies to the current JAN. The other is from the persons who have searched such JANs with different or similar interests belonging to. Then we will extract the concepts of terminology where their interests reside in for making data fusion by the corresponding documents. About uPAM, two conditions should be taken into account, one is that the user doesn't have enough training data for learning the latent interests. The other is that associating with the query context for meaningful expansion to prepare for search.
In summary, our innovation in our work is mainly as follows:
To combine user's context and user's input together as query input instead of traditional keywords or key phrases as query input. The timeline within context ranges from one day to one month. By analyzing each collection of searching results of trigger searching action, we narrow the possible scope where users' latent interests may locate. We capture the top-n frequent content of context into matrix for further analysis. Then the user's query input collaborated with the context for expanding the input in order to get better matches between query inputs and knowledge base for more accurate searching and ranking results. We introduce the folksonomies to solve the various user's input by mapping them into unified concepts which is another way to narrow the distance between queries and results.
Put user's profile such as major, gender, research area preference, etc into consideration for assisting user's query to acquire better performance when doing search work. By adopting user's profile as a static element which can be updated by time and using context as a comparatively dynamic element which would be fitting into possibility distribution periodically. The goal we adding user's profile into user's active context is that to construct more significantly personalized search.
By adding extra semantic information into current knowledge units which we called JANs. The way we consider semantic information is to extract the concepts of each query input and the topics of every JAN in order to make the refinement of it by ODP. The procedure would be lower the scale of original JAN which includes the terms into an obviously thrift level which mainly covers the topics. So we can form the searching in a smaller scale of topic base instead of large scale of knowledge base. As a matter of fact, it will highly make an improvement on the searching results.
Our paper is organized as follows: section 2, we review some relevant work. We build our three models qCAM, kREM and uPAM respectively in section 3. Perform our experiments in section 4. And in section 5 we will conclude our work and give possible search directions.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Computer Science as Domain Ontology in Three Proposed Models
In order to narrow the semantic distance between the user's query and knowledge resources in the collection, several researches have been focusing on this field such as using ontologies to connect the latent meaning among huge amount of concepts. The idea of concepts from the document representation can be extracted and represented manually or automatically. Apparently, the process of manually extracted concepts is one time-consuming work, although it has been used by knowledge experts for many years. Moreover, we make the automatically extracted process which will be very helpful. And this also is testified in [8] . In [8] , where we know that the automatic extraction takes less time compared to manual action. But since it was automatic, which would bring about the vague concept extraction sometimes. ODP (Open Directory Project) [9] is one concept hierarchy base that is basically constructed by knowledge workers and within which is the relation between the upper level and lower level. It is considered as one taxonomy distribution by latent semantic connection. We use ODP as our principal ontology basis in order to construct the basic concept description base in the group level in order to organize the latent semantic relations between JANs. The reason we adopt CS as our research domain is simply for exemplifying our mechanism which would be suitable for other domains based on the same methodology we propose. CS currently includes mainly 1902 second level categories which cover though Academic Departments (554 subcategories), People (265 subcategories), Publications (78 subcategories), etc. Knowledge workers are able to expand this ontology corpus driven by multiple purposes. In our work, we expand this for enlarging the relevant concepts to map user's context (query input contains folksonomies ) and user's profile into concepts. The aim of qCAM and uPAM is to improve the performance by providing more relevant terms during user's context and the knowledge base. Such research like kREM, qCAM can be found in [10] which focus on global context analysis and in [11] which focuses on local context analysis, respectively. The global text analysis aims at discovering the relationship among terms in the knowledge base. And then those terms with relationships will be extracted and described by ontologies. [12] Local context analysis puts emphasis on the top-k returned knowledge documents. The aim of kREM is expanding the semantics of the documents by using the most relevant terms. And the terms come from two parts. One is from the user's query context that is used by personalized terms which are folksonomies for searching. And the other is from the top-k returned documents which could be expanded as a union of terms. In our work, we more concentrate on the local context because that we wish to form personalized search not the general search. The aim of uPAM is to construct the basic information of corresponding users, and coming after it is that including the user's query terms with high frequently usage, that will be ordered by term frequency . So when one user will do the searching, firstly coming models are the uPAM and kREM. After the searching, the coming model will be the qCAM and uPAM.
B. Personalized Search
As far as we are considering that using the knowledge base which is based on global context and local context, it easily applies to the users group. And in our paper what we do totally is for making an improvement for the function that can better perform the personalized search. Personalized search is an imperative way to narrow the distance between the users' query and the results, also is one method to return the tailored results which are specific for certain users. We can understand this way that different users even make the same query would get various returned results, that exactly reflects the goal of personalized search. The work [13] about the personalized search is based on users' interests, which can map users' interests into ODP for further categorization and personalization. There are other related works which also focus on personalization such as topic model [14] , concept relations [15] , etc. have been facilitated and the performance was given in this work. We will implement this personalized search by three models based on folksonomies and ontologies. And at last we will give our evaluation on our proposed models and present its performance.
III. THREE PROPOSED MODELS
A. UPAM-User Profile Associated Model
In a semantic IR system, at the very beginning of indexing and retrievaling which starts from the user's own information. After they got the information they want, on which they can make the annotation by folksonomies and extract the concepts from. For enriching the user's profile, we define it as following. Definition 1. A user profile of user i, represented by i U , is a vector of term:weight pairs, i.e.,
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Where , ix t is one union of terms that contains three parts. First is that to represent the union of concepts in user i's profile, that is already removed the stop words. Secondly, it contains the folksonomies that user has used for searching, that have been mapped into ontologies then restored into this union. Thirdly, is that it contains the returned targeted searching results which are extracted as the top-k concepts. Then they are added into the user's profile for upgrading the profile data every certain time. As far as the weight , in w , which denoted as tf idf  in the whole terms of users' session.
, in
Tf is the number that term I has been used by the corresponding user. And the , in Idf means that the knowledge resources that which contains the , in t divided by the total number of targeted resources of the user i.
The value of weight is higher, which means that the user more likely adopt the term.
B. qCAM-query Context analysis Model and kREM-Knowledge Resource Expansion Model
Here we will give the other two models that are qCAM and kREM, that are based on two context sensitive approaches to index and retrieval knowledge. The contextual information is detected by CS domain and statistical method. One purpose of kREM is to expand the resource for better enriching itself as follows:
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, n is the number of taxonomies for indexing and classifying.
The other purpose of kREM is that to understand how much a user may have interest on some JAN. So as to measure the possibility that how the resources would be within the user's interested scope. In the users group, the JANs are combined with manually and automatically annotated by uses. So even for the same JAN, the conflictive annotation still will occur because of the diversity by various sorts of users. We need to avoid this conflictive circumstance happening. In our daily life, people who choose one domain would have similar interests. Based on this point, let us define the relations between some specific JANs and users' preference.
Definition 2. A JAN denoted as k J is a vector of user: interest paris: 
Where , kn U is a user i who has restored one JAN k, n is the number of users who have kept the JAN, , kn I is the weight of how user k is interested in the JAN k. For each JAN, there will be the feedback from users. We set one score mechanism which ranges from 1 to 5 covering "Great", "very good", "good", "fair" and "bad", Based on that, here comes the formula that is:
Score is the average score as feedback from users whose interests are similar or different, that explains how much user k has interest on JAN I. N is the total number of users' feedback.
( , ) n i k Feedback j J is a feedback result formula. We should normalize it as Score to be sure which is within the range 0 to 1. The score is much higher, which means users put more emphasis on the current item. Inspired by the [16] work, the former process is time consuming and needs much human efforts involved in. So to promote this stage, we propose one strategy to discover the latent relation between users and JANs. We divide this process into two sub-states. First is those JANs which are annotated and given feedback by users. At the meanwhile when coming after the second state is that going from regarding the similarity between the JANs with the current scored JANs obtained. Then to measure the similarity between the rest JANs set as one vector L and the current JAN as follows: Score is the score for JAN j given by user k.
When it comes to personalized search, user's context and profiles should be highly concerned. Here comes one example that Mike is doing his Ph.D program whose major is Computer Science. Hypothetically, under his circumstance when he is searching for papers or conferences at the first time that he is more concerning about the CS domain. After several times' searching, we have already recorded his searching history which included his search query, the folksonomies and the targeted JANs that under his searching behavior. During those actions, the user's profiles are more static, and contexts are more dynamic. Here we are giving one definition about qCAM combines uPAM. We use a Matrix M to represent the concepts in one's context and profile, which one row will be represented as a vector. And the column will be the synonyms of one term. 
Where t is a term, n is the total number of current terms in the context I and the profile I, wi is the weight that assigns to the term shows its importance in the whole group of terms. At the very beginning for one new user before whose search history being constructed, we assume the weight value as the same to 1. We also apply the WordNet into our strategy in order to expand the column vector to the synonym of its.
Because of the user will use their preferred terms which are folksonomies when searching. According to Definition 3, we should make a fusion about former Matrix with current folksonmies, that will be better for the categorization of concepts of terms in user's session. So the Definition 4 is proposed:
Definition 4: To fuse folksonomies which is one 1 n  vector into the Matrix M which is one nn  as one vector F .
Where i f represents the folksonomy under the session of user I, the weight wi simply shows the frequency of the term I appeared in the user I session. During the process of the vector ' i F multiplying M, in which we temporarily get the each column is the terms after computing the terms similarity. We keep the one term with the highest similarity score. Then we obtain the final vector i F . See the following which shows the stage of qCAM and uPAM how work:
Filter out the stop words and extract concepts from users' context, profile as a concept collection C Rearrange Folksonomies in C Normalize C→C' Search(C',K)→J' // Do search Extract (J', k)→temp J''// top-k based JANs to extract concepts by methodology top-n Fusion (C', J'')→new C''//between stage 6 and 7, the score given on the JAN will be applied.
Search(C',K)→J''' Return J'''.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION
We proceed our experiment in such an environment: Lenovo W510 Laptop with i7 CPU: Q820 1.73HZ, Random Memory: 8GB. Operating System: Windows 7 64bit. Implementation Language: JAVA. Database: Oracle 10g.
For the experimental data preparation step, we take into account 500 JANs covering the main subjects of Computer Science in our tested knowledge base and the JANs are from the free downloading by GoogleScholar. The subjects mainly located at domains of Algorithms, Artificial Intelligence, Graphics, Games, Computer and Technology, Software, Internet, Hardware, Security. And we choose 30 people as volunteers and they are divided into three groups during which that 10 are undergraduates, 10 are masters and 10 are doctors. The reason we choose three groups is to make a comparison for introducing how our model will work under different conditions among different users. Here we make an experiment from the following aspects and present their performance by precision and recall:
(1) To consider one condition is that every user search with only concepts (keywords) to match the JANs whose concepts have been extracted. We evaluate by the precision and recall. See Fig. 1 ith student 43  61  2  13  49  15  32  21  31  3  8  12  7  21  40  51  4  17  42  23  12  18  32  5  37  33  24  15  41  65  6  23  18  32  38  32  50  7  9  53  41  31  21  49  8  11  31  25  43  31  39  9  41  21  43  65  29  32  10  23  35  22  49 20 71
Figure 1. Search JANs based on concepts
In Fig. 1 where the value that precision and recall represent the means of ten times' searching JANs in knowledge base covering many domains. So for better to make the comparison, see Fig. 2 . The ith student in corresponding group Figure 2 . The comparison between different groups without three Models involved From Fig. 2 , we can clearly see that the undergraduates have lower amount of returned JANs than masters and doctors do. And the doctors' group has higher average precision than other two groups. Individually, there are average four times that masters have more precision of JANs than Doctors and average six times than that in undergraduates' group. There is average two times that undergraduates have more precision of JANs than Doctors and Masters do. We can have a conclusion that based on personal knowledge and major limitation; sometimes the users couldn't make an appropriate input's concepts as in searching step. So it will result that there is no obviously significant performance for each group.
(2)To consider that using our three models which including the context, user's profile and the JANs expansion, then to evaluation the process. See Fig. 3 Fig. 4 , we can see that the average of precision (those are 23.9%, 31.1% and 33% for undergraduates, masters and doctors, respectively) is higher than that (those are 19.2%, 24.4% and 29.6% for undergraduates, masters and doctors, respectively) shown in Fig. 2 . The reason is that using three models together can highly improve the efficiency of searching JANs and narrowing the semantic distance between the user's goal and the results. For individual performance, there is also an obvious improvement because of the enrichment of the users' search input and the knowledge base. Based on the diversity of individual and the depth of major and searching behavior, the doctors are more apt to making specialized concepts than other two. And based on our strategy of assigning scores, some annotated JANs which are scored lower would be kicked out of the prepared searching scope.
Then, we make an evaluation under various conditions. Before we proceed to our experiment, some detailed explanations should be exemplified, (1) Profile Base: It stores the ten users' profiles including the elements of name, major, interested research area, links of rated JANs. As to the name and major which will be relatively static, that was generated at the first beginning of logging in. For the interested research area, that will be updated periodically by users manually or option recommended semi-automatically.
(2) JANs Base: At the beginning of setting up the JANs base when they are knowledge snippets without rating information attached and no preprocessing step inside. So the final JANs are stored as the status of rating scores. There are 1000 JANs totally in the base that is all within the scope of Computer Science.
(3) Context Base: One kernel of our work will count on the context of users, which is active through all the process of users' activation. It includes the time stamp and the searching input that play dramatic role during the recommendation process. The time scope we set from July 1st, 2012 to January 1st, 2013. The unit of time on JAN we set as minutes, not seconds.
(4) Rated JANs: To consider the points range when rating JANs, that we set from 1 to 5 standing for 'no interest at all', 'a little bit interest', 'okay', 'good', 'excellent'. If the average point for a JAN using Collaborative Filtering to calculate that is beyond or equal 3, then this JANs will be involved in the candidate list for recommendation. Otherwise, put it into the waiting list for waiting other rating score. Only if the JAN can obtain the threshold point, then it will be qualified for recommendation.
Results Fig. 5 we can simply conclude that as the number of rated JANs growing that the targeted recommendation rises, but the recommendation satisfaction has not changed a lot. Since there was unrelated JANs growing which is not within the current user's context of interests scope, as a result of which would not bring about significantly performance. As the Fig. 6 shows that as the number of users growing, there is rising at the overall trend on the evaluations of targeted recommendation ratio and recommendation satisfaction. Except there are still lower trends that is because the user who has rated but whose profile not so matching the current user who wishing the recommendation from the group. And we can see that when it comes to the second user involved in, there is obvious growing on the two evaluated factors.
3) Precondition: C J R  , Variable Quantity: Context, Constant Quantity: The Number of Involved Users and Rated JANs
The experiment from Fig. 7 shows that how the element time in context acts on the process of recommendation. We randomly collect the data happened in July, 2012 for the ten users time spent on ten research areas.
Algorithms
Artificial Figure 8 . Analyzing on ten users' profiles Fig. 8 is the data we extract from ten users' interests attached under their profiles. We can clearly draw that each user presents various preference on different research areas. 
RSatisf action
In te re s te d A re a M on th Figure 10 . Recommendation satisfaction on selected areas in one month Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the two evaluations targeted recommendation ratio and recommendation satisfaction on selected interested areas under three dimensions in July. 2012. After comparing Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 with the former evaluated results, we can see there is an obvious improvement of performance on our recommendation strategy.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In our work, we propose three models and show how they cooperatively work and perform by making an evaluation in the experimental part. Then we make a comparison among three groups of students who are undergraduates, masters and doctors, respectively. From which we can see the obvious performance by taking our strategy. In our future work, we should figure out how to make much better improvement. One is how to make the further approach to enlarge the conceptual base which including the mapped folksonomies (folksonomies are the terms and concepts that users define by their own behaviors). Based on this, it will highly enlarge the scope of people who more focus on their own searching behavior to use the searching terms they prefer. The other is to find a way that how to make a statistical model to analyze the users' usage data and to capture users' interest, which will be interests driven search based on users' context.
